The Effect of Regular Aerobic Exercise with Garlic Extract on Heart Apoptosis Regulatory Factors in Chronic Kidney Disease
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Introduction

During the last two centuries, number of people suffering from chronic kidney disease (CKD) has increased in many countries. The age pattern for this disease inclines towards old age and it grows equally all over the world (1-2). Without considering other factors, cardiovascular disease is more prevalent among CKD patients. Cardiovascular diseases cause approximately 40 to 50 percent of all deaths in CKD patients (3). The Meta-analysis of 16 articles showed that 29 percent of 80098 heart failure patients had moderate to severe kidney failure and 63 percent had mild kidney failure(4). Progress of...
heart failure causes left ventricular ejection fraction decreases and kidney hypo-perfusion which induce kidney function failure development and (1,5,6).

As people get old, the heart tissue efficiency (systolic pressure changes and regenerative potential reduction) decreases and the left ventricle gets hypertrophy that causes left ventricular internal diameter and cardiac output reduction(7). Aging is an important issue that is relevant to the efficiency of body organs, this efficiency is affected by different factors such as chemicals and especially oxidative stress with internal and external origins and it is highly probable that a large number of heart tissues get apoptosis in a way that the results of Kajstura studies show 20 percent apoptosis increase in the heart of 2 year old mice compared to 1 year old rats (8).

Doxorubicin or Adriamycin is one of the strongest anthracycline drugs which are used to cure several kinds of cancer. Doxorubicin injures mitochondrial membrane and releases cytochrome C by producing oxygen free radicals and hence causes apoptosis induction in cardio myocytes (8-9). A research about the effects of doxorubicin on Bcl2 and Bax apoptotic gene expression of the rats’ hearts was done which showed that doxorubicin increases the mitochondrial fibrosis and decreases Bcl2 gene expression and increases Bax gene expression.

In response to apoptotic stimulant, a variety of internal and external signals set gene expressions that control the start of apoptosis. In the internal pathway, genes express proteins such as Bax that start apoptosis and proteins such as Bcl2 that prevent apoptosis (10-11).

It is generally probable that physical activity can slow down CDK processes in aged population. Both internal and external apoptotic pathways may be involved (12).

Nowadays herbal medicine is used to cure or prevent diseases. Traditional use of garlic has been proved. Garlic elements can cure plasma lipid concentrations, oxidative stress and inflammatory cytokines (13-14).

Therefore, no considerable research has been found on the concurrent effect of training and medicinal plants on CKD patients. The aim of this study was to evaluate, the effect of regular swimming training for 8 weeks along with consuming garlic extract on some apoptotic and anti-apoptotic indexes of heart tissues of aged mice.

**Materials and Methods**

This is an experimental study on old Wistar male rats. In this study, 42 aged male rats (age= 40 to 50 weeks; initial weight= 250-300 gr) were divided into 6 groups: 1) control group; 2) saline group; 3) sham group; 4) aerobic exercise group; 5) garlic group and 6) garlic-exercise group. During the study phases, the studied rats were kept in transparent polycarbonate cages (size=30*15*15) made by Razi Rad Co. in the following condition: light/dark cycle ratio (LDR): 12h: 12h, temperature=22oc ±2 oc, humidity= 50%±5% and ventilation condition= acceptable. The food of trials was produced by Karaj Dam Behparvar Food Co. and was put in every cage based on the weight of rats that were measured once three days with standard weighing machine and considering the natural share of 10 gr per 100 gr of body weight. In all stages, water was supplied freely to rats within animal-specialized bottles with a volume of 500 ml.

Old garlic was kept for 3 hours in room temperature and humidity and extraction process was performed through maceration method. To start extraction process, a total of 50 gr ground garlic was poured in a 1 liter balloon and methanol was added up with a ratio of 1:3. The solution, then, was filtered by Buchner funnel and methanol was added up to the remained slag. The slag was filtered again after 24 hours and was added to the first extract. The obtained solution was distilled in a vacuum distillation device at a temperature of 50oc and at a speed of 70 rpm until the solution volume was decreased to 1/5 of its initial volume. At this point, the extract tank was separated from the device. When the
solution was cooled it was decanted for three times with 50 ml chloroform. The remained volume was poured in a Petri dish with a given weight. When the extract was dried, it was weighted and every ¼ gram of the extract powder was mixed with 56 ml distilled water. The supplement group and supplement-exercise group received 1 ml garlic extract for every kilogram of their body weight on daily basis for 8 weeks through oral gavage. Saline group received the same volume of saline supplement in the same way (29). Before the commencement of the main protocol, the trials of exercise group were trained for one week (five days per week and each time for five minutes) in order to learn swimming. The main exercise plan was as follows: swimming for 8 weeks (three days per week and 30 minutes for every session (13)) in water (temp=32oc ±2 oc). A five minutes interval was considered before and after the main exercise in order to let the trials warm and cool. Blood sample collection and biopsy operations were conducted 48 hours after the last exercise session and after 10-12 hours of fasting. The rats were anesthetized by intra peritoneal injection of Ketamin (30-50 mg/kg) and Xylazine (3-5 mg/kg). Then, their blood and heart were immediately removed and placed in a freezer at -70 oc for measuring Bax and Bcl-2 levels purposes. To avoid the influence of circadian heart rhythm rate, sampling operation was started at 8:00 a.m. and was completed at 11:30 a.m.

A total of 0.5 gr of the collected tissue heart was placed in liquid nitrogen. The tissue, then, was homogenized in 1 ml phosphate buffered saline 1x with 1mM PMSF in a homogenizer device at 0oc. The obtained solution was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 4oc (speed=4000 rpm). In the next step, the outer layer of solution was filtered and used in ELISA test. The concentration of Bax and Bcl-2 heart levels were measured through ELISA method using Cusabio Kit, Sunlong Biotch, China with a sensitivity of 1 pg/ml. Levene test and ANOVA were used to assess the equality of variables variance and the change between groups, respectively. Tukey test was used to determine differences between groups. In this assessment, significant level of P-value ≤0.05 was considered as the measure for rejecting the null hypothesis. All statistical calculations were conducted in SPSS 16 and all graphs were drawn in Excel.

Results
Doxorubicin induction caused considerable decrease in Bcl2 (P-value:0.001, %46.58) cardiac level in aged mice. However, compared to doxorubicin (Respectively %61/04, P-value:0.005; %52.32, P-value:0.023; %64.53, P-value:0.002) and doxorubicin + saline groups (%55.62, P-value: 0.009; %47.52, P-value:0.041; %58/99, P-value:0.005), Bcl2 cardiac level in mice with CKD increased considerably after aerobic trainings for 8 weeks using garlic complements and a combination of both. No other difference of the effect of the mentioned factors was observed in the Bcl2 cardiac level increase (figure 1).

Doxorubicin induction caused considerable increase in Bax cardiac level in aged mice (P-value: 0.001, %47.95). However, compared to doxorubicin (Respectively %24.20, P-value:0.001; %19.07, P-value:0.006; %26.67, P-value:0.001) and doxorubicin + saline (Respectively %23.20, P-value:0.001; %18.00, P-value:0.012; %25.70, P-value:0.001) groups, Bax cardiac level in mice having chronic kidney disease decreased considerably after aerobic trainings for 8 weeks using garlic complements and a combination of both (figure2).

Doxorubicin induction caused considerable increase in ratio Bax/Bcl-2 (P-value:0.001, %176.54) cardiac level in aged mice. However, compared to doxorubicin (Respectively %50.21, P-value:0.001; %41.21, P-value:0.001; %55.01, P-value:0.001) and doxorubicin + saline (Respectively %48.35, P-value:0.001; %42.13, P-value:0.003; %53.33, P-value:0.001) groups, Bax cardiac level in mice having CKD decreased considerably after aerobic trainings for 8 weeks using garlic.
complements and a combination of both. No other difference of the effect of the mentioned factors was observed in the ratio Bax/Bcl-2 cardiac level decrease (figure 3).

Discussion
The results of this study showed that doxorubicin induction increased the Bax level of cardiac tissues in aged mice and decreased Bcl2 cardiac level. Therefore, the Bax/Bcl2 rate in cardiac tissues of aged mice after doxorubicin induction increased considerably. Our findings showed that doing regular aerobic training along with using garlic extract prevents opposite indexes that come from old age and doxorubicin induction that increases Bax protein and decreases Bcl2 that increases cell death.

As one gets older, the cardiac cell death rate increases. Aging is a complicated morphological and physiological process. The changes in coronary artery system and extracellular matrix are all involved in the appearance of two important cell death patterns such as apoptosis and necrosis. Lakata et al. (1987), Orbank et al. (2003) and Lerry et al. (2003) found that in the old cells of cardiac tissue, P16/INK4A and P53 gene expression increases and because of changes in telomerase enzyme, the cell gets involved in an aging process and the cell death pattern comes back as apoptosis (15-17). Pandia et al. (2006) and Nag et al. (1986) stated that apoptosis induction occurs due to the
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reduction of expression and function of Sarcoplasmic ATPase Reticulum ca enzyme and Bcl2 and Survivin expression reduction (18,19).

On the other hand, present information showed that doxorubicin causes tissue injuries by disturbing important mitochondria functions. Mohammadi showed that as Bax gene expression increased and Bcl2 gene expression decreased after doxorubicin induction, mitochondria membrane instability increased and hence its permeability to cytochrome C increased. Therefore, it can be deduced that that doxorubicin injection causes mitochondria membrane injury and creates apoptosis using the internal pathway in rat’s myocardial cell (11).

Zolaqarzadeh Dabidiroshan (2013) reported that doing regular aerobic training before doxorubicin injection, makes the oxidant and anti-oxidant imbalance coming from drug toxicity reverse in the liver tissue and suggested that regular aerobic training can be used as a medical approach to reduce liver toxicity coming from doxorubicin (20).

Chen et al. recently showed that CDK coming from doxorubicin increased the Bax/Bcl2 rate and the cytochrome C in the mitochondria. But training made this rate reverse and also reduce the reactive oxygen species (21).

Exercise, actually improves the apoptosis of aged mice heart tissue under doxorubicin induction using mitochondria pathway. Apoptosis mitochondria pathway is mediated to a high degree by proteins from Bcl2 family that control mitochondria cytochrome C release (22). So it seems that exercise is beneficial in cardiac cell apoptosis reduction by reducing reactive oxygen species and preventing cytochrome C inside mitochondria. Besides, it has been reported that garlic is useful for different risk factors related to cardiovascular diseases such as lipid profile, high blood pressure, producing inflammatory cytokines and platelet activation (23). One of the active and main constituents of garlic extract is S-allyl cysteine (24) which is reported to have anti-oxidant (25), anti-cancer (26) and anti-liver toxicity activities (27). Another main garlic constituent is allicin that can have apoptotic or anti-apoptotic effects depending on the used dose. It is also proved that allicin prevents pro apoptosis expression, i.e. Bax, and decreases the cytochrome C level spread from mitochondria (28).

Conclusions

The present study findings showed pathological effects of doxorubicin on the cardiac tissue of aged mice by reducing Bcl2 levels and increasing Bax levels that increases the cell death rate. In addition regular swimming training, garlic extract complements and a combination of both for 8
weeks support cardiac tissue against cell death resulting from doxorubicin induction. This cardiac tissue support, which can be mediated by increasing Bcl2 levels or decreasing Bax level, was also seen in healthy aged mice. Therefore, training, garlic complement and a combination of both of these methods can be considered as an effective non-pharmacological method to decrease cardiac injuries from oxidative and inflammatory stress injuries because of old age.
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